
Club Winter Series  
Review: Race Date 4, 30 August 2014 

 

Buoy Thieves, Windless Transitions, and Roads to Nowhere… 

 

The first series to count towards the 2014/5 RCYC Club Championship was concluded 
on Saturday in glorious warm Spring conditions, with a gentle Westerly making the 
conditions up the Atlantic Seaboard perfect for 21 boats and crews to go out for a 
lovely yacht… 

With the divisions turning out in good numbers again, there were 6 Division One, 7 
Division Two and 8 Division Three yachts competing on the day. 

A buoy was laid in the position that we soon hope to have a permanent RCYC mark, 
about 200 m offshore on the transit of the Upper Cable Car Station and Mouille Point 
Lighthouse [any takers for sponsored branding on this buoy should apply in writing to 
the sailing office]. 

The bridge ran with the new method of sms’ing courses to competitors, which 
included the laid mark co-ordinates. This seems to work well, but for the time being, 
courses will continue to be announced on VHF06… 

The first course set was for a short sprint from the bridge hut to #4, Harken, #4 and 
finish. This sprint race has been a wonderful addition to the Winter and Summer Series, 
but on the day the weather in the transition zone to the east of the bridge hut made 
for a giant hole at 13h00, and any thought of going to Harken was scuppered. 

Instead, a postponement flag was raised before the start, and a new course set.  

The replacement course would be an interesting eleven miler, and in completely the 
other direction: 

Start BH#10[s], laid mark[s], #2[s], #10[p], #8[p], laid mark[s], Finish BH.#10[p]. 

The first race saw a tight fight for height and speed along the Atlantic Seaboard to the 
laid weather mark, but alas as the fleet closed in, the mark [a small yellow sphere] was 
nowhere to be found. Had it been pilfered, drifted free, sunken, snared or ridden 
over? When it was laid just 20 minutes before the start, it was sitting pretty, so my 
money is on a naughty or mischievous motor boater thinking it was a trap of some sort 
and nicking it – there was a small [fishing?] boat stationary in the vicinity as we 
approached, but it sped off when the fleet closed in… 



What a pity, because there was a  really nice westerly to play with all afternoon, and 
the east side of the bay always has a nasty transition between the bending westerly 
versus all the wind trying to catch up around the east side of the Table Mountain 
chain. The fleet did their best to round the missing mark in its virtual position, with some 
[especially the front runners] overshooting it by some way. The bridge responded to 
the problem of the missing mark, which was set to be rounded again later, by raising a 
Charlie flag with repetitive sounds, and announcing a change of course over VHF. The 
remainder of the changed course was a lot of fun and made for some very pleasant 
sailing from #2 to #10, where Division 3 yachts finished, and the Division 1&2 fleets 
continued back out to Landfall and finished back at #10. This took about half a mile 
off the course, but also omitted quite a bit of VMG sailing. 

A number of yachts were tracking on the RaceQS app, and the replay is a very useful 
learning tool. It clearly shows tacking angles, lifts and headers, speed, mark rounding 
accuracy, and rhumb line/ lay line accuracy. The more yachts that track onto this, the 
more useful it will become… and it is free! 

The Division 3 fleet, who had sailed a shortened course, got stuck into another race 
before the other two divisions finished the first race, with the course set from start, 
around #4, WB, #4, finish. Although it is tricky to send the fleet that way through the 
transition, all the yachts made it to finish line before the bridge closed down at 5pm. 

The Division 1 & 2 fleets were set a similar but somewhat longer course that started 
some 20 minutes behind Division 3, fighting through the transition from #4 to WB before 
heading straight back into it enroute #2. The fleet compressed dramatically in the 
second transition, as boats speeds plummeted into the ones and twos. The bridge 
abandoned the Division 1&2 race at about 16h40, with the fleet parked up in a bunch 
in a big hole before rounding #2. 

It was awesome to see a Sailing Academy yacht out competing – with many of the 
same crew who’ve just done so well in the Lipton Challenge Cup – obviously sailing is 
now in their veins! 

Back at the club, a relaxed prize giving followed with a calm evening on the deck as 
the backdrop. 

This has been a very enjoyable series, with a better turnout on the water than last year, 
despite the notable absence of almost the entire IRC fleet and a number of club 
stalwarts like Cabaray, that has been under maintenance throughout. 

Club Winter Series 2012 2013 2014 
Division 1 16 8 8 
Division 2 7 4 9 
Division 3 11 11 9 
 34 23 26 

 
The format of this year’s Winter Series in my view has been a real treat: the all class 
sprint race followed by the longer bay race. All divisions showed they can sail 



competitively against each other in the sprints. On one cold winter’s race date, we all 
even received a warm bowl of soup from the club for our efforts! 

A very big thank you to all who have assisted with race management and bridge 
work – Ron, Toni, Adrian, Liz, John, Jo-ann and Ray. 

The Division 1 and 2 fleets have sailed the same courses for every race this series, and 
it is very encouraging to see close competition between these fleets, with some of the 
Division 2 guys especially showing their continuing improvement. Here is an interesting 
overall Division 1 & 2 series result: 

Rank Yacht Race 1 Race 2 Race 3 Race 4 Race 5 Race 6 total nett 
1 Regardless 1 1   2 5 3 12 7 
2 Jacana 3 4   1 2 4 14 10 
3 Scarlet Sun 4 3   11 3 2 23 12 
4 Nuthr Witch 2 6   6 10 1 25 15 
5 Mwah 5 2   3 9 18 37 19 
6 Tenacity 18 18   4 4 8 52 34 
7 First 40 18 18   5 8 5 54 36 
8 Tam Tam 6 5   14 14 11 50 36 
9 Black Cat 7 7   15 7 18 54 36 

10 Touch n Go 18 18   9 1 10 56 38 
11 Maestro 18 18   7 13 7 63 45 
12 One Eighty 18 18   12 6 14 68 50 
13 Yolo 18 18   8 12 18 74 56 
14 Triton 18 18   13 17 9 75 57 
15 After You 18 18   10 11 18 75 57 
16 Hill Billy 18 18   18 18 6 78 60 
17 Me 2 Me 18 18   16 17 12 81 63 

 

On the “things to improve” list:- 

• There have been a couple of problems with missing marks, claimed by the sea, or 
naughty pirates. RCYC will have laid new marks [3 already laid] by opening cruise, 
including Coke [blouberg], Sunset, Milnerton, Woodbridge, Harken, Paarden Island 
and Mouille Point. 

• There have been criticisms about confusing course announcements over VHF. We are 
trying course by SMS, to give clear communication to all. There are also advanced 
plans to boost the send signal from both VHF and 3G at the bridge, as well as to 
provide the bridge with a weather station. 

• There have been criticisms about race management and sailing instructions. In a 
specific circumstance, we are revisiting the club SI’s to clarify and simplify course 
shortening and change procedures that are limited by not having a mobile on water 
bridge, and to ensure happy sailing. 



The sailing committee is completely open to all suggestions and ideas, so please feel 
welcome to approach anyone on the committee with your praise or concerns and 
suggestions. 

On the “things to savour” list: 

• Competitive racing amongst sailors, where anyone can win on the day… 
• That warm cup of soup. 
• Westerly winds and hugging the Atlantic Seaboard. 
• The Sprint race and Bay Race format. 
• Crew development and rotation. 
• Crew camaraderie – most evident on the biggest yacht Jacana, where they all have 

a beer together afterwards… 
• Healthy class competition [Miuras, Charger 33’s, Simonis 35’s, Fast 42’s, J111’s] which 

gives good completion to the other yachts around them. 
• Open communication about sailing likes and dislikes on and off the race course, 

which leads to better solutions for our racing program. 
• Kom ons braai saam! as some of did after some of the races…  

Thanks for a lekker start to the 2014/5 Club Champs through the Club Winter Series, 
and well done to all for participating! A healthy club sailing scene elevates upwards… 

There is a summary table of overall results below and a couple of fantastic pictures 
from last Saturday’on the pages that follow from the lens of Alec Smith aboard Touch 
n Go.  

 

Regards 

Luke 

 

 



pictures by alec smith aboard touch n go
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